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POEt-.·[ differentiates i tself for us, very quickly and

convincingly, from a prose discourse. We have
examined some important new critics ,\rho sense this
fact but do not offer a decisive version of what the
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diffcrent.ia is.
It is not_moral ism, for moralism conducts itself very
well in prose, and conducts i tself all the better in pure or
perfect prose. And tlte good critks who try to regard
the poem · :\S a tr
' 1liscourse do not persuade themselves, and discuss the poem really on quite ether
grouncb.
It is not emotionalism, sensibility, or "expression."
Poetry beconH'!i slightly disreputable when regarded as
not having any special or definable content, and as
identified on ly by its capacity for teasing some dormant
a1Tcc1ivc states into some unusual activity. And it is
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impossible to talk definitively about the affections which
arc involved, so that affective crit idsm is highly indis·tinct. .

-.:Much more promising a:; a differentia is the.kind of
structure exemplified by a poem. The... good critics
come round to this in the end. Ilut it is hard to say what
poetry intends by its odd structure. What is the value
of a structure which (a) is not so tight and precise on its
logical side as a scientific or technical prose structure
generally is; and (b) imports and carries along a great
deal of irrelevant or foreign matter which is clearly not
structural but even obstruct ive?. This a- and b-for.r'rnlation is what we inevitably come to if we take the analysis
our best critics offe.r. We sum it up by saying that thP.
pciem is a loose logical sl! ucture with an irrelevant local
texture.

I.

!'

r

that distinguishes texture from structure, and poetry
from prose. At any rate, a moral content is a kind of
content. which has been mggested as the peculiar content of poet.ry, and it does not work; it is not really
peculiar to poetry but perfectly available for prose;
IJesides, it is not the content of a great deal of poetry.

(

_I suggest that the differentia of poetry as d iscourse.is .an/
ontological one. It treats an order of existence, a grade
~f objectivity, which cannot be treated in scientific dis- · \.'
course.
1

_.- - .It is my feeling that we have in poetry a revolutionary
departure from the convention of logical discourse, and
- .. _ that we should provide it with a bold and proportionate
designation. I believe it has proved ca~y ~o work out its
11tructural differentiation from prose. Hut what is the
' got it? .The structure
significance of this whe11 we have
, proper is the prose 0£ the poem, being a logical discourse
of almost arw kind, anrl de<tling with almost any content
suited .to a logical disrnurse. The tex;turc, likewise,
seems to be of any real conte~t that may be come upon,
provided it is so ~ree, unrestricted, ;\;1 d large that it canno~ properly get into the structure. One guesses that it
iS an order of content, rather than a kind of content,
280
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-l' his should not prove unintelligible. We Jive in a
world which must be distinguished from the world, or
the worlds, for there arc many of them, which we treat
in our scientific discourses. They are its reduced,
emasculated, and docile versions. £oe~ry_Jntcn~s _ to
recove·r the denser and more refractory original world
which . ~ve know loosely through our . perception!! and
memories. 13y tliis supposition it is a kind of knowledge
- which is radically or ontologically distinct.
l!

I

I have .failed to find a new aide with an ontological
Dut I almost thought I had found a
new philosopher, or aesthetician, with one. It would
have been Mr. Charles VY'. Morris, of the Un iversity of
Chicago and t.he Encyclopedia of Uuified Science. I had
his name at first in the title at the top of this chapter.
Ilut I could not study his aesthetical achievement very
long without seeing that; though he got to the point

a~~:ount or'poetry.
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where one further step would have taken him into an
ontological conception of poetry. he h eld back and did
not take that step; either as if he lacked the speculative
curiosity to go further, or as if the prospect ahead of
him impressed him vaguely as d:ingerous, probably
threatening some disparagement of the paramount
prestige of science.
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I
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The writings of Mr. Morris which bear on our discuuion arc, first, the pre~~ntation 9( his now-famous
semantic system, Foundations of the Theory of Sign.r,
in Vol. I, No. 2, of the Encyclopedia; and, applying his
new semantics to art, the two ~ssay.., "Science, Art and
Technology," in The Kenyon Review of Autumn, 1939.
and "Aesthetics and the Theory of Signs," in The Journal of Unified Science, Vol. VIII.
J\fr. Morris as a semantir.i .~t finds that all d iKuurse
consius in signs, and that a.~11'. sign (unr•.: ... ~ . in three dimensions. There is the £t!1lacticai dimension. in vol vino0
all of what we should call its logic; there is the .semantical dimension proper, involving
.
> the rcfer~nce o{ the sign
to an oDject; and finally the prngmatical dimensio11, involving whatever reference there may be in the sign.
implicit or explicit, to its psychological, biological, and
sociological uses. I cannot here enlarge upon this outline. There is no short-cut to Mr. f\forris' knowledge;
h is own account will n eed to be rearl. and then re-read. I
think it will appear to the reader that h e has a genius for
fixing sound distinctions. and impo:;cs remarkable order
on a field that has hitherto been filled with confusion.
282

I ha\'e but one source o f hesitation . I do n ot quite sense
the coi.irdinate equality, as a component in the sig11£unctio11ing, of the pragmatical dimension with the other
two. It is iike according a moral dimension to poetry becanse there are some poems which not only present their
own coiHent bnt in addition moraliz~ about this content.
\Ve may reflect that they need not do so. and that many
other poems do not do so, and that the moral value we
may find {or the poem seems somewhat external to the
poem itself. But at any rate Mr. Morris makes the pragmatical dimension quite distinct from the others, if not
subsidiary, and that is something. Sdence. in Mr.
Morris' view, need not be very conscious of any pragmatics; and so it may be, in our view, with art.; really it
fa technology, or applied science, that is d:cidedly pragmatical.
For Mr. Morris not only distinguishes three irreducible dimensions of meaning. hut finds as well three
· irreducible forms of discourse: science. art, and tech~
nology. These seem to him to emphasize respectively
the semantical. the syntactirnl, and the pragmatical dimensiom. · To us. as I have just rema1 keel, art will seem
specially affiliated with scknce, and further away fr~m
technology. in not having any n ecessar y con cern with
pragmatics or usc£ul11ess. Hut in another sense it is closer
to technology and further from scien ce: We recall our
old impression, or perhaps we recall our knowledge of
the Greek Philosophers, to the etTect that art, like
technology, is concerned with making something, as
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well as knowing something; while pure science seems
concerned only with knowing something. And what
poetry makes-and the word means a making-is the
p~em, which at least in .respect to its meter is a discourse
wtth a peculiarly novel and manufactmed form, and obviously a rather special unit of discourse.
With regard to the credibility of acsthctic_discourse,
Mr: Mo~ris pronounces handsomely e~ough: like scicnt1fic discourse, it i3 objective, and knowledge-giving.
He says:

...

'l
,.

'.
:i
.'
I

::

..
I
I

It is true, I believe, that the aesthetic sign, in
common_with all signs, hua1l-three ' cii~1iei1sions 0 f- --sign functioning; such a position seems a. wise corrective to th<; common but too simple view that the
artist 1imply "emotes': or "expresses himself" without, any co~cern for actuality.
.
But if art as knowledge seems to Mr. Morris capable
of the same sort of validity that science has, and at times
to be indistinguishable from science in this respect, it
has a remarkable differentia, and is forever unlike scie~ce, in the following respect. ~fhe sign which science
. em~loys is a mer~ sign, or "symb~l," that is, ·~·~- obje-:t
l~avrng no other character-for the jmrpose of discourse
~t I.east-than. that of referring to ;mother object which
ts Its semantical object. For example, symbols are
algebraic characters; or words used technically, as defined in the dictionary, or defined for the purpose of a
given discourse in the discourse itself. nut th~_ae~thelic
28.4
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signs are "icons," or.image~. As signs they have semantical. objects, or refer to objects, but as iconic signs they
also resemble or imitate these objects.
The significance of this distinction that immediately
flashes upon us, though it does not seem to be noticed
by Mr. Morris, is that th~ object symbolized by a ~d
entillc sign would seem to be abstract, as, for example, a
sf~-gl~· ·p roperty or aspect of objects, '~hereas the object
symbolized by an iconic or aesthetic sign mu~t be a
whole object. And even if both seem to refer to the
whole object, and the same object, there is a difference; \
the scientific sign is of "man," and the iconic sign is of
"this particular man." Ily general convention the man
of scientific discourse is the definable and "essential"
man, whose definition involves a single set of values
which are constant and negotiable for logical discourse.
The man of the iconic sign is evidently imitable, or
imaginable, but not definable. In brief, under the iconic
sign the abstract item is restored to the bocly from which
it was taken.
The iconic character of aesthetic signs is given by Mr.
Morris in ·a rather matter-of-fact sort of testimony: yet
it is almo~t ·the more impressive just because he does not
draw the exciting iinplications. It amounts to a late
restoration of the old commonsense doctrine of art as
''imitation," to which Plato and Aristotle adhered, but
which most modern aestheticians have abandoned as
something absurdly simple. "Imitation" is a cornmonpl~ce locution, thought unworthy of the aesthetic occa-
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sion; yet I can imagine our at:stheticians sokmnl}' accepting the doctrine o f "icons" became it sounds technical; actually o( course it is one of the two ordinary
terms in which the G reeks rendered the idea of imita·
tion. And since Mr. Morris is affiliated in the project of
the Encyclopedia with naturalist, positivist, and prag·
.natist philosophers, I think of this enlightened tcsti·
mony as another evidence of what I have hoped for: the
capaci ty of raclical modernist philosophy to apprehend
and testify to kinds of truth that do not necessarily suit
its own preoccupations, which are scientific ones.
It is sometimes difficult lo say what is being "represented" by an aesthetic icon; in music, for example; or
in a . poem which makes discourse without referring
specifically to concrete material objects. We t11ink of
"reflective" poetry which i3 truly poetry, and is imagi· .
native, and yet without brilliant isolated object-images.
Mr. Morris makes no question l;ut that any variety of
poetry employs iconic signs. And he offers at one point
an analysis of "abstract" painting for the purpose of
showing that it denote! nltimately the structure o f the
natural world.
r
It is Jess difficult, and I believe Mr. l\forris docs :- ''t
remark this problem, to see how the poem, which . h a
discourse in words, may offer icons as easily as a painting does. The .icons here are in the mind, they are the
mental images evoked. The technical use of language
by the poet is one that lifts words o ut of their symbolic
1!86
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use5 into imaginative or im:ige·provoking

uses.
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And that is almost as far as Mr. Morris goes. _ He
claj!11s_.tl!at art. is especiall y interested in the syntactical
~~!nension of discourse, but offers almost no study of
how_art makes a syntax out of its peculiar mixture of
pure symbols ancl iconic signs. That would become a
study of almost monumental significance. Is its syntactical validity comparable with that o f science? Is its
syntactical validity comparable with its own semantical
validity, which Mr. Morris is goocl enough to accept as
beyond question?
Sci<:nce . deals exclusively in pure symbols, but art
deals essentially,-·tho;1gh not exclusively, in iconic signs.
This makes at once a sharp formal or technical distinction between the two forms o f discourse; but one would
think it must become at once a philosophical distinction
also. Mr. Morris elicits chiefly the consequence that no
treatment of the arts can be included with in the E11cyclopedia of Unified Science. O nly semiotic, the theory
of signs, which makes its own entry as prefatory to the
body of the work, may remark for the sake of formal
exclusion upon the contrasted arts. Dul one might think
that semiotic required a closer and therefore surer study
of the arts than that; for example, a study o f the question
why science did not choose, or had not the constitutional
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capacity, to employ iconic signs also; and, of course, of
the ontological question itself, respecting the grades of
content that the two discourses handled tl~rough their
diffc1 ent sort.s of signs, and the elem~ntal or categorical
nature of scientific knowledge as determined thrvl•g h
the compariso n with aesthetic knowlec.lge.
II) the independent essars outside the Encyclopedia
Mr. Morris does offer some results of his own atucJy.
They seem to me inadequate. For example:

f

I

;.

The view proposed is that thc_~J!.e!~~ sign desig-

or

c
! (0

nates ..the . value propertie~ of actual
possible
situations and that it is an iconic sign (an "image")
in that it embodies these values in some medium
where they may be directly inspected (in short, the
aesthetic sign is an iconic sign whose designatum is
a value). To give content to thfa statement it would
be necessary to analyze in detail the notion of v:> 'ue
and the characteristics of iconic signs, but this j 3
neither practical nor advisaLle in t~e present context. For whatever theo ry of va lue be maintained,
it must be recognize<I that objects have '!aluc
properties ·among- their total set of prope1 tics (an
object can be insipid, sublime, menacing, oppressive, or gay in some conte:n : just as it may ha ve a
certain mass or length or velocity in other contexts)
and that aesthetic media, since they th~mselvcs arc
objects, can embody certain value properties (a
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small piece of cork could h ardly be sublime, but it
could ue insipid o r c\•en gay).
Herc it seems to me tlq t Mr. Morris in effect is about to
recant from his doctrine of the icons. T he icon here is
only a medium denoting, by embodying, a value; but a
symbol is that much; he shoul<l say that the icon is a
Lo<ly imitating some actual embodiment o( the value.
X1-1d wl~~I..Y.alue? I do not think h e makes it clear either,
even with the help of his illustrations, how an icon embo~ILeL~..yalue-property, or what sorts of va lues acsthc.tic
dlscourse ordinarily is interested in. Certainly it sounds
as if the aesthetic value-properties were quite different
from the scientillc ones; gaiety and sublimity, among
other~._ for_aesthetic value-properties, mass and velocity
for scientific ones. .It is rather suspicious that several of
the aesthetic value-properties mentioned might be said
to be affective ones, whereas the scientific value-properties mentioned arc objective physical ones; so that Mr.
Morris' aesthetic theory looks at this point like another
version of affective or psychologistic theory. But we
require much more detail from him about all this.
llrieny, we may say that 1he obser vations of Mr. Morris
are promising. and even exciting: aesthetic discourse is )
objcctiv~ lrnowledge, and its consti tuent signs have the
remarkable character of Leing icons. I}ut the sequel is
dis·a ppointing. An icon m erely emhodies some certain
value-property or other. That is all we ate told about its
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operation. And as to the human !ignificance, the useful·
ness or pragmatical function, or the operation, Mr.
Morris' imagination is ag?:in very timid. For example:

throughout the discourse . it should have exactly that
reference ai1d no other. The rcki:cnce of a single symbol

l

. ··the scientist may be helped in the scientific study
of values by the vivid portrayal of the value whose
conditions he endeavors to trace.
And similarly:
The technologist in turn cai1 only be grateful for
the vivid presentation of the values whose status in
nature he attempts to.control.

(

......
0

The artist is pictured here as furnishing the icons which
_embody the precise and single scientific values, not the
values causing the massive affective states refe~red to in
~he previous.quotat~on. But his virtue seems to lie solely
m the techmcal amstance, or else the moral encouragement, which his icons lend to the scientist and technologi'st in their need.
·The aesthetic project has turned out very small and
ignominious after i :.s fii1e beginnings in Mr. Morris'
hands.

is limited, and uniform.
·J~ aesthetic discourse, however, we replace symbols
~~~th icoqs; and tl!_(! ~ecul~arity of an icon is that it refers
~~.the ..'Yl1qle or concrete object and cannot be limited.
As J\fr. Morris says, an icon "embodies" the value-property that is the object of discourse. Il~t "embodies" i~ a
great word, and J\fr. Morris ought to. accept its consequences. Certainly he offers no rule as to how .the valuepr_Qp.e~.ty._may_ be isolated in the body of the containing
icon, or placed in the center, or otherwise made to stand
~tit so that we shall be sure to attend to it rather than to
the containing body.•
The icon is a particular. A particular is indefinable;
that is, it c~~e~J~ definition. In the play, the icon is our:
image of Prince Hamlet, and it is never twice the same,
s~ th~t the rule of consistent definitive reference is
abrogated with each reappearance. A _particular has too
many properties, and too many values. If a kind of discourse is accreditc<l (and given a semantical bill of
• ft 11 true that In one c:ontcJ<t he tal\:.s ahout the lwn as npre1e11tlng a "consummatory" or final value, as ir cons1ituti11g the lnrngc
of a body so obviously meant for comumption, so ripe for lmmedinte
comumption, that 110hocly could resist lmowi ni; the value il me:mt to
put forward. But even so l clo not know what the hody is for. The
hody is an impediment, and has to l>c waived, In order to a11end to
the value that interests the consumer, or C\'Cn the st rict di scourse r.
But ii ls much easier to suppose that the body is there to be attended
10 :u much as the value; nnd that attention to the body may not be
characteristic of scientific disco urse, btll Is the distinguishing charac·
teristic o( aesthetic discouuc .

We might sketch here, though tentatively and rudely,
a really ontological argument, such as Mr. MotTis' preliminaries seemed to invite.
The validity of a scientific discourse depends in part,
we should say, on its semantical purity. That is, _each .
symbol should refer to an object specifically defined, or
having a specific value-aspect, for the discourse; and
ii go
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health) which propose$ to deal in particulars, as one
must propose to do which deals in icons, then it is remove·d far indeed from scienqfic discourse; it decidedly
invites philosophical attention, and. one must be prepared to make dispositions which are heroic, because in
the present state of theory they will be altogether novel.
The syntactical dimension is · imper iled, upon the
introduction of icons in to discourse, along with the
.semantical. It will apparently be impossible for discourse to compel iu icons to function in the strict logic
which we hav~ learner! to expect from the symbols. The
logic of art will probably he variable in the degree of its
validity, but always in degree lower than that of science.
At the same time we shalt probably incline to assert that
it will have no . validity at all unless it holds · itself together at least in part by true symbois. . So the _aesthetic
. discourse will be discovered, one expect!, making digressions from its logic with i ts icons at loca l points; or
perhaps maintaining itself on the whole in terms of
valid symbols, but occasionally and suddenly building
a routine symbol out into the icon denoting the full
body of the object of which the symbol d enotes only a
single value-property. But the semantics a11<l the syn. tactics of art together inv!te the most exaGting study if
we care to identify them really.
Jn scientific discourse we deal with a single valuesystem at a time. Jn art 011l y th e paraphrase, of which
Mr. l\forris gives an adequate account, and which is the
"moral," the theme, or the argument of the discourse,
29~
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o~ers ~he single-value s,ystem; the work itself goes beyond
its paraphrase into ~he realm of the natural objects or
situations themselves, which are man y·\'alucd.
Art as a discourse, indeed, is anomalous, and a11 but
incredible; a discourse which looks legitimate so Jong as
it looks merely scientific, but every moment or so turns
up its icons, in which it hardly seems that discourse
could take place.
.
\
Science, as Mr. Morris says, is statemental, and Its
"'--·· ·-··
.
s~a-~ements have predicti ve value. But art employs icons,
which bc!ng particulars arc c9ntingem and unpredicta~le. Art seems to permit us to predict only some order
of unpredictability.
------:
Dut principles· of this sort arc ontological. 'The world /
of predictability, for example, is the restricted world of 1
scientific discourse. Its r<:stri'ctive rule is: one value at a
time. The world of art is the actual world which d oes
not . bear restriction; or at least is. sufficiently defiant of
t i' ~ restrictiveness· of science, and ~!fers enough fullness
of content, to give us the sense of the actual objects. A
qualitative density, or value-density, such as is unknown
to scientific understanding, marks the world of the
actual objects. The discomse which· tri es systematically
to record this world is art.
As to the pragmatics of the poetic act, or its "psychological, biological, a11d social" motivation, I have almost
nothing to suggest. lt seems very idle to assume, as Mr.
~forris <loes in effect, that the pragmatical _intention of
art is the same as that of science; we would ask him why
2!)3 ,
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Af thia point I shall venture to abandon the framework.
of !\fr. Morris' speculations. They have provided considerable moral reinforcement for the ,inquiry. I wish
to start a little further back in the ontological analysis
of the poem.
·

.

· The critic of a_l'Q_~m knows that the labor of compos. iog it was, at the least, a verbal exercise in. s-ea~~h..of a
language which on the one h a. id would "make: the
meter" and on the other h;uHi would "inake the ~ c nse."
He knows it so well that p ct haps he is past being curious
about the fact, or having any critical use for it. Be would
say that it pertains to the practical branch of poetics but
not to the critical.
But it is still strange to u s, who are n ot agreed on any
standard version of the natural history of the form, that
poetry should ever have coveted a lang11age that would
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scientists should not comrnit themselves then to aesthetic
as well as scientific discourse. Dut the psychologists have
not furnished us with decisive motivations for this as for
many other acu. It is an act of knowledge. The scientific
and aesthetic ways of knowledge should illur.ninate each
other; p~rhaps they are alternative knowledges, and a
preference for one knowledge over tlie other might
indicate an elementai or primary Lias in temperament.
Ilut even if the pragmatical sanction behind the act lias
to be improvised, and psychologically is less than regular,
nevertheless it seems certain that the act is imperative.
4
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•ry to do not one hard thing hut two h:ud things at once.
Extravagant exercises with language arc not the rule by
which logical men have arrived at their perfections of
thought. Th_~_g> mpqsition of a poem is an operation in ·
whi~!1 the ~rgument fi~hts to displace the meter, and the
meter fights to displace the argument. It would seem
that the s~c!·lfi c;;<;s made on both sides would be legible
forever in the terms of peace, which are the dispositions
found in the finished poem, where the.critic may analyze
them if he thinks it furthers the understanding of poetry.
Most critics seem to think it does not, for they do not
try the analysis, nor the philosophical speculations it
might suggest. On the contrary, it is common for critics
to assume that a good pot;t is in complete control of his
argument, and that the meter has had no effect on it, or
if anything points its logic all the better, and that the
form of the argument is prrfec:t .
If the unsatisfactoriness of poetic theory, which strikes
.us so painfully, is due lo the absence f1om it of radical
philosophical generalities, the fault must begin really
with its failure to account for the most elementary and
immediate ai:pcct that poetry wears: its metrical form.
The convci1tio11 of the metrical f01 m i5 thought to be as
.
old as the art itself. l'e1 haps it is the art itself. I suggest
. that the meter-and-meaning process is the organic act of /
po~~ry. and involves all its important characters. .
Let us suppose a lady who wishes to display a bowlof..
fruits upon her sideboard and says to her intelligent
houseboy: "Go to the box of apples in the pantry and
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select and bring me a dozen of the biggest and redde$t
ones." The box contains a hundred apples, which \'ary
both in bigness and in redness. And we will suppose,
as it is easy to suppose, that there is no definable correlation between the bigness and the redness; a big apple is
not necessarily a red one, and vice versa. The hoy interesu himself in the curious problem, and devises the
following solution.
.

nut she may find an unexpected compensation. In
regretting the loss of certain nearly solid-red apples,
which are denied to her because they are little, she may
observe that the selected apples exhibit color-patterns
__i:n_l~~h _more various, unpredictable, and interesting. She
finds pleasure in studying their markings, whereas she
would have obtained the color-value of her solid-red
apples at a glance.
.
I am sorry to think that no such compensation appears
for her putting up with sec~nd-best apples in the respect
of size; which is a stupid category. But here the analogy
of the bigness-redness relation in apples dqes not represent properly th~ ~eter·rneaning r~lation which we are
to examine in poetry.

of

..

i
I

\

JI e ranges the apples first in order
their )?igr1ess, .
and denotes the biggest as B 1, the next as D2, and so~~down to D ioo. Then he ranges the apples in order. of
' their !e~~ess, and ~enotes the reddest as Rt, the next
reddest as R~. and 'so on down to R100. Then for each
apple he adds the numerical coefficient of its bigness and
the numerical coefficient of its redness; for exa~ple, the
apple which is tagged B 1 is also tagged. R36, so that its
combined coefficient is 37. Ile finds the twelve apples
with lowest combined coefficients and takes them to his
mistress.
She will have to concede, as he has conceded, that f" · · jecu systematically .':'alued for two unrelated properties
at once are likely not to be superlative in.either property.
.She will not secure the perfection of her object in one
aspect if she is also trying to secure its perfection in
another aspect. Sh<:J1as committed hcr~elf to a two.
ground basis of selection, and h<:r selections on the one ...
ground have to accommodate. themselves to her selections ...
. <;>.n th~ __oth~r_ ground. It is a situation in which some . compromises are necessary.
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Mud~ ~ore. difficult than the selection of apples that
s~hall

.I
'l
I

be both big and red is the composition of ~.poem
.o n the two-ground basis.of (1) an i~t~nded meaning and
{_1!) ....a!1. inte.i:t~~~ meter.. In theory the feat seems impossible, unless we arc allowed to introduce some quali·
fications into the terms. It is true that language possesses
t~vo pr<,:>pei.~ies, the semantic and the phonetic; that is,
respectively, the property of referring under fairly fixed
conventions to objects be}'ond itself, which constitute iu
meaning, and the property of being in itself a sequence
of objective physical sounds.
I assume that there is hardly necessity for an extended
argument to the effect that a perfect metrical construc-
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tion, of which the componenu were words selectetl from
the range of all actual words, and exclusively for phonetic
effects, would not be likely to make sense. It would
nonsense. Nor for another argumerit to ~ ;i 'J W that a pure
logical construction would not be likely to make meter.
. :he latter case we have with us always, in our science,
m the. prose of our newspapers and business correspondence, m our talk. Even so, there might be some instruction in considering for a moment such a little piece of
mathematical discourse as this:

be

less to try to determine it closely in advance, for the
1lrgument ~vill un;determine it. .
The second principle, of the two just stated, may seem
the less ominous. .To most poets._ and most readers, the
meaning is more imp~rtant than the meter.
I offer a graph, which wilt be o( course an oversimplification, to show th ~ parts which meaning and meter play
i9 the act of composition.

(a+ b) 2 =·a2 + 2 ah+ b1•

!:

'

i·.

Here the mathematician is saying exactly what he meam,
and his language is not metrical, and we can discover if
we try that he does not want a:'y poet to meter it, on tlie
mauer-0f-Cact ground that the poet wot}ld have to take
Jiperties .with his logical valu~~:· At.on~e a. question or
two should present themselves very vexingly to the
. . nebulous aesthetician: What sort of liberties does the
poet take with a discourse when he sets it to meter? And
\./ what .sort . pf discourse is p repared to permit those
liberties?
An argument which admiu o f alteration in order that
it may receive a meter must be partly indeterminate.
The argument cannot be main tained exactly _a! d eter.. mined by its own laws, for it is going to be mH.leCermined by tltc meter.
.. Conversely, a metrical form m ust be partly indeterminate if it proposes to embody an argument. It is .use-

I
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D M stands for deter~inate meaning, or such of the
inte~ded meaning as succeed~ in being adhered to: it
may be fairly represented by the logical paraphrase of the
poem. !}vi stands for in.determinate meaning, or that
part of the fi nal meaning which took"shape not accord. ing to iu . own logical necessity but under metrical
compulsion; it may be represented by the poem's residue
of meaning which does not go into the logical paraphrase.
D S stands for the dt:terminate sound-structure, or the
m~~e.~; and LS stands for--~h;~~-;~r pi1~~~tic character
the so~nds . have assumed which is in no relation to the
meter.
I~ theory,. the poem is the resultat~t of two processes
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which come from opposite directions. Starting from the
left of the graph, the poet is especially intent upon his
meter, D S, which may be blocked out as a succession of
unaccented and accented syllables arranged in lines, perhaps with rhyme-endings; but there is D M, a prose dis-_ .
~_Q~me, which mu~t be teduccd into th.e pl~o~etk pattern
of the meter; his incliniil~0!1 is to replace its words with x·
_<?tllC!Ll!QITL!!ie general field of words which suit the
meter, and wit~?ut mud~ rr.gard for their. logical propriety. But he is checked by the converse process, in
.which the poet starts from the right of the graph with
firm possession of D l\f, a pro.se meani.ng, but has to
assimilate to it· D S, the metrical pattern that he has
chosen; his ~n.i;Jinatio!l is to replace the.!equired metrkal
SQ~•.!lds with others that suii. his logic and are 'not quite
so good for the meter.
.
Actually, a skillful . piece of composition_ will have
111any stages of development, ·-ivitn si.rokes too subtle and
rapid to record, and operations-in some sort of alternation fr?m the one direction and the other. The poet
makes adaptations both of mclcr to 111ca11i11g· (i11trod11cing IS) and of mraning to meter (introcfncing IM). For
·the sake of the pictorial Image, I am1111c the fhwl poem
to be the body of language lying Lctween the intersecting arcs at the' center: the one arc (on the left) re.presenting the.extreme liberties which meaning has taken
with meter, and the other arc (on the right) representing
the extreme liberties which meter has taken with mean300

WANTED
ing. Both arcs are required for the bounding of the
. poem . .

6
The most interesting observation for the critic, perhaps, is that the poem is an object comprising not.two
-~le~ents but .~our; not merely a meaning M, but D M,
tl1at part of a meaning which forms a logical structure,
and I M, a part which docs not belo1~g to the structure
and may be definitely illogical, though more probably
it is only additive and a-logical; an<l not merely D S, a
meter, but IS, a part of the total sound-effect which may
be in exception to the law of the meter but at any ra te
does not belong to it. These elements ar~ familiar
enough to the poet himself, who has manipulated them.
Frequently they are evident to the critic too. They
should be, very substantially; they are capable of being
distinguished to the extent that he is capable of distinguishing them. Logically they. are distinct elemen~,
now, in the finished poem, though it may not be possible
to trace back the precise history of their development
under lhe tension of composition.

·.

. I c:u111ot. hut. think that llie <fotinctio11 of lh~~e
.

m:-!!t~,

and

csp ~ci ally

clc-1 y{

of D Mand I M, E 'tliini'ocation
than
sbine other exercises which go as criticism, but more informed. It brings the criticism of poetry to somewhat
the. same level of professional competence as that of the

·r,ar ·excellc11a of criticism . . It is more techi1kal
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disctmions which painters someth~es accord to paint· .
ings, and that which musiciam. sometimes accord to
music; and that means, I think, ari elevation of our nor·
mat critical standard.
If a poet is a phil?sopher, cxplidtly or implicitly,
trea ting matters of ethical or al least human h11portance
-and it is likely tl1at he is tl1at-thc discussion of his
"ideology:' may be critical in every sense in T."lt ich one
may be said to criticize systematic ideas; bu t the ideas of
the poet, struggling but not quite managing to receive
!heir .really dctcr(Dinate exp1 c~sion, arc only his D . M~
and a bettef version is almost c.crtaih to be found elsewhere_in prose, ·so that ti!c~r discussion under th~--poem
is li~cly to be a tame affair. Few poeu serve, ;u Words·
worth and Shelley may he thought to do, tu te~u for the
really authoritative stu<ly of idea3; n~ostly they serve
amateur ideologists for that r •Jrpose, or serve distil'\·
guishcd critics who fall uack upon tliil sort of thing because nothing is quite prescriptive in their vocation.
The ~l!'.>re interesting tl1ing to study is the coexistence
~n<l co;mection of )) M atH1 I J\f- the icle:u arnl 1hc
indeterminate material in wl1 id1_they a1 e e11vcloped.
This kind of study is much se vcrer, but its interest i3
profounder and more elementa l than the merely ethi<.al;
it is an ontQlogical interest.
Jlossibly an examiuation of poe_try along these line~
might finally disclose the sect et of ill strange yet stub·
born existence as a kind of discomse ~ nlike any other.
It is a discourse which d oes not bother too much abo ut

the perfection of its logic; and does bother a great deal,
as if it were life and dea th, about the positive quality of
that indeterminate thing which creeps in by the back
door of metrical necessity._l ~ugg~st the closest possible
~tudy of} ~f, the indeterminate meaning.
Ilut there are_!.!~~.t!r,i_~~~ }!l_det~r_tpinacy in I M, and
I wish to show how the poet in metering his argument
yields reluctantly to the first, as to an indeterminacy that
means only inaccuracy an~ confusion, and then gladly
to the second, as to an indeterminacy t11at opens to him
a. new world of discourse.
( I ) First, he tfies to shift the languag~ within the range
"of a rough verbal equ!valcnce, and to alter D M no more ·
·substantively than necessary. A given word will prob·
ably have synonym!!. The o~der of _worru in a phrasi::
may be varied. A transitive predication may
changed
to a passive; a relative cla~se to a participial phrase. In
the little wou.ls denoting logical connections and transi·
tions a good deal of liberty may be taken without being
fatal; tJ1cy may be expanded into something almost ex·
ccssivcly explicit, '<.1r they may he even omittccl, with the
id ea that the reader cau supply the correct relations. A
single noun may become a series of nouns, or nearly any
other clement may be compounded, without introduc·
ing much real novelty. Epithetical adjectives and ad·
verbs may be interpolat~d. if they will qualify their
nouns and verbs very obviously. Archaic locutions may
be introcluced for contemporary 011es. A poet is ncces·
sarily an accomplished verbalist, and capable of an a}.
1
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It 3-.~ -~~sy _t<? find specific disagreeable laps_es of logic here.

most endless succession of periphras~s that come nearer
'and nearer to metered language until finally iie achieves
what he wants; a language that is metrical enough, and
close enough to his intended meaning.
Mr. C. D. Abbott at the library of the University of
Buffalo is collecting a very large number of work·shcets
from Jiving poeis, with the idea of securing an objective
exhibit of the actual p~()Cess o~ perfecting poems by re- .
vision. The most immediate use of the;~ -manti·s~ripts
that will suggest itself will surely be the crilical study of
the way poets tinker with given phrases in order to adapt
them to the metrical pattern. r.rescritly there should be
a voluminous bulk of evidence on this point. But anybody who bas tried versification call' predict the sort of-evidence that will turn up. Meanwhile we m ay see what ·
evidences there arc in the final poems. themselves.
Wordsworth would probably be cited by the historian
as one who metered his language with more method
than inspiration, especially in his l~nger work. Here is
. a passage from the Prelude, where he is talking about
t11c power of poetry, and ils h;ibitation in a place called
"the mystery of words":
... there,
M in a mansion like their proper home,
Even Conm and substances are circumfused
By that transparent veil with light divine,
And through the turnings intricate of verse
Present themselves as objects recognized
In flashes, au<l with glory not their own. ·.

T~ier~ ar·e the painful inversio!ls of order, clearly in the

inter~~~. of__ metric: light divine and turnings iniricate.
The line A.s ir1 a manlion like their fnoper home
is certainty a curious .invol111ion for As in a mansion
whicli is their proper home. The third and fourth lines
are not transparent for us like the veil ta lked about:
does the veil possess and give off the divine light;
and if not, how does it circum£use the forms and
substances with it? The b~evity of statement is either
pure laziness on Wordsworth's part, or it is a reco~rse to elliptical expression invited by metrical
exigencies. But at this point all our little objections pass
into a big and overwhelming one: there is really. in this
passage .. scarcely any specific _discourse of respectable
logical grade. We do not know what any of these pretty
things is, or does. No prose would be cynical enough to
offer so elusive a content. The mansion, the forms and
substances, the magic veil, the divine light, the movement of the turnings, the flashes and the borrowed
glory,- these look like responsible and promising objects, but n?ne of them establishes a sufficient identity
when they all assemble together. The poet became a
little paralyzed, we may imagine, when he took pen in
hand to write a poem; or got that way after going a
certain distance in the writing of a long one. I go beyond the direct evidence here, but I assume that making
distinguished metrical discourse was such a job, and
consisted in his own mind with so much corruption of
805
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.the sense _at best,. that h~. fell into the habit of choosing
t.h e me>H.r~s<mnd1pg_words •. and stringing them together
' ~! the meter dictated. .~!~is_ is not unusual in Romantic
~o~try. The point to make about Romantic poetry now
/
· u not the one about its noble words, but a negative and
nasty one:_ ~':. .. noble _F-Q~9s are almost absurdly in. coherent.
-

with them. The flowers is ~rrived at gracefully, bm the
chief source of any "inevitability" claimed for it is the
fact that it rhymes with towers, which is more important
to the discourse. In four lines we come to Hampton
Court, where will presently appear Belinda, whom we
have left traveling in her boat on the Thames. Hampton
Co.n rt has a location with respect to the Thames which
we need to know, under the principles of a logical narrative ai·gument; and at .Hampton Court assemble the
royalty and the fashionable gentry, which 'we inust know
too; these are the necessary facts. Hampton Court is
dose by those "rising towers" · which are London-0nThames, and that is enough as to its location: it is a
matter of course that it will be dose by the meads too,
since the towers will rise out of the meads by the river
rather than rise out of the river. If we should invert the
two Jines, as follows,

But Pope was not a Romantic, and I suppose the
language has known no poe~ more n ice in his expression.
I quote:
Clme by t11ose meaw, foreyer crowned with

i:'I •

flowers,
Where. Thames with pride surveys his rising_
towers,
There stands a structure of majestic frame,.
Which from the neighboring Hampton takes its
name.
Here Britain's statc~mcn oft the fall foredoom
Of foreign tyrants and of nymphs at home;
Here thou, great Auna! w hom three realms obry,
Dost sometimes counsel take- and sometimes tea.

·.

Near where proud Thames surveys his rising
towers,
And where are meads forever crowned with
flowers,

With so great a master o{ langm.ge, it is a little dangerous
to insist on the exact place where the meter coming in
drove some of the logic out. Dut the superiority of his
/ logic over WQrdsworth's is n 0t so overwhelming as it

something "would happen not only to the euphony of the
language hut to the respectability of its logic, for then it
would be plain that the meads-and-flowers line is chiefly
useful for filling up a couplet. But the next couplet lacks
honest logical economy too. The structure of majestic
frame is nothing but a majestic structure, with a rhymetag added, an<l the account of the naming of Hampton

~06
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-~' s~ems;

for the most part it is merely that hi~jmpr~visa·
. ~tons arc made to look n early natural, as if he thoroughly
)
• mtendcd them all the t ime, and meter had nothing to do
1
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Court is a metrical but logically a gratuitous expansion
.of the simple recital of its name. The other two couple ls
both employ rhyme-words, -and contexts to assimilat'e
th em, which are so incongruous that they have to be
employed in discourse as the occasions of wit. As logicians we nee~ not take mu1..h stock in wit as forwarding ,
argument, even when it is free from suspicion a:; a device
to look after difficult rhyme-pairings; it supposes such a
lack o( an obvious logical relation between two things
that any technical bridge of connection must be accepted; but our_app~ova~ goes to the architect, not to his
'~?~.~-; and as for that, the poet'~ appearance in his own
argument is a major irrelevance. No honest "argument"
prefaced to a· poem would cover the poet's witticisms.

WANTED

i

th ~ sho~t pa~sage, ~vi~h three royalties. There is the lady
o_Cthe meads, a figurative queen, with a crown of flowers;
Thames, a figur~tive patriarch, and at least a prince with
all his rising towers (though a little while earlier there
was a feminine character of_the same name upon whose
"silver bosom" Belinda rode in her boat); and actual
Queen Anne. It seems an excessive profusion of royal'
ti cs.
There are certainly read~rs of the Binomial Theorem
who are prohibited by conscience from the reading of
poetry; we have just been looking at some of the reasons.
On these terms m eter may be costing more than it is
worth. Milton thought of the possibility, and went so
far as to t enounce its most binding ·d ~vice, the rhyme:
it is employed by

~.

~Ve cond~~-~ ..!l~~antic p oets for)njecting their burning' ie-ntiments into an objective argument, but 'other
poets are given to wit, which is likewise at the expense
of argument and logic.• A final remark will sound a
little captious. Hampton Court is in mind, but the word
"Court" is not used and possibly its absence troubles the
poet; at any rate if he d oes no t have a court he supplies
. • Mr. c1,anth Brookt reprOVtl the 1e11ti111cntallty of •imple poeu,
hut puts himself rather off guucl h)' his blanke t co1111tcr·en1loue111ent
of the wit of univenity or sophisti cated poeu. · If we had an acstheti·
cian 's ,·ersion of Horace's fa lJ le of the tow n ruouse and the co111111 y
mouse, we shou ld be sure to find the taller 111tering counrrified ~c111i
mcn1al discounc, and scorned by the oth er; hut the discourse of the
town mouse not only would be smart, it would presently become over-,
srn3rt, and silly; so that in the kmg run we should smile at h er as at
the country cousin, and for much the same reason: nalvct~. as plain i11
personal va nity as In simplicity. Eli1ahc1han com edy finch its bull in
the smut IOl\"11 character as 1c:1dil)• as in the country simpleton..

308

some famous modern Poets, canieCl away by Custom, but much to their own vexation, hindrance,
and constraint to express many things othenvise,
and for the most part worse, than else they would
have expre"ed th em.

I
1·

I
II
I

B11t gtcatcr purists might apply th i~ logic to all the rest
of the rnettical devices. We t\Jrn to Milton·: own unrhymed verse, and find:
Thus while h e spake, each passion !iimm'd his
face
Thrice chang'd with pale, ire, envy and despair,
Which marr'<l his borrow'd visage, and betray'd
Him counterfeit, if any eye beheld.
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The argument of this narrative pas.s:lge would explain
how Uriel, deceived once by Satan in his "$tripling
chernb's" disguise, perceives now his identity through
the satanic passions registered in his appearance, and
initiates the next cycle of action by i nforming the angels
guarding Paradise. But the language, as is common
enough with Milton, from the point of view oC logic is
almost like a telegraph ic code in its condensation, and
omission of connectives; it is expansible to two or three
times its length in prose, and readable only with difficulty by unaccustomed re~ders. Yet it also lapses Crom
strict logic in precisely the opposite direction, .by the
importation of superfluous detail. The three succeHive
increments of pallor and their respective causes would
seem beyond the observation of Uriel, in the sun, and in
fact we learn prc3ently that what Urid .actually marked
was Satan's "gestures fierce" and " mad d emeanor."
Milton is aware of this, and gives himself a technical
alibi in our passage by being careCul to say that the
pallor-stages betrayed the fraud not necessarily to U1 icl
but to any good eye that might be close enough to see
them. Still, if Uriel <lid not see them they d o n ot matter.
It would have b een hard to persuade Milton out of
this passage, with its d eficiencies and superOuities; b ut
suppose we might have proposed an altern::itive version,
which would seem safely eclectic and within the standard traditional proficiencies of poetry; and I shall not
mind appearing ridicnlom for the sake of the argument:
1J J 0

tj

!:

WANTED
Speaking, rank passion swelled within his breast
Till all the organism felt its power,
And such a pallor in his face was wrought
That it b elied the angelic visage fa ir
He had assumed. Uriel, unsleeping guard,
With supernatural vision saw it plain.
But Milton in his turn would instantly have gibed at it,
and on our terms; at the d angling participle and th~
poetic inversion, as violati0ns. of good syntax; and then
at the comtant tendency, perhaps proceeding from our
nervous desire to come wi th some spirit out of an em·
barrassing situation, to exceed the proper logical content, as shown in all four first lines by the verbs, $Welled,
felt , wa.s wrought, and belied. They are ambitious, and
start our minds upon little actiom that would take us
out of the plane of the argument.
Returning to rhymed verse, there is this passage from
a poem which deserves its great fame, but whose fabulous "perfections" consist with indeterminacie5 that
would be condemned in the prose of scientists, and also
of college Freshmen; though I think in th e prose of college Seniors they might have a different consideration:
Had we but world enough, and time,
This coyness, lad y, were no crime.
We would si t down, and think wh ich way
To walk, and pass our long love's day.
Thou by the Indian G anges' side
Should'st rubies find: I by the tide
~J J
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Of Humber \\iould complain. I would
Love you ten years before the flood,
And you should, if you please, refuse
Till the conversion of the Jews;
My vegetable lovs: should grow
Vaster than empires and more slow.
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I will use the pedagogica~ 1ed pencil, though I am loath.
\Vorld, as distinguished from time, is not space, for the
lovers already have all the space in the world, and Jong
tenure would not increase it. It is a violent condensation meaning, I think, "the wh9le history of the world
before us," and· combining with the · supposal of their
having the time to live through it; it supporu the historical references which follo,v. We would, thou
should'st, my love slioulcl: the use of t.he auxiliaries is
precise, varying according to rule from person to person,
and uniformly denoting determination or command;
"we would arrange it so." Iht it is remarkable that in
so firm a set o( locutiom, which attests the poet's logical
delicacy, the thou_should'~t is interchangeable with you
~liould; the meter is responsible for the latter version,
since otherwise we sh.ould have the line, Auel thou
sliould'st, if thou plea.secl'st, ref use, or, taking the same
liberty with tenses which wr~ find actually taken (again
for metrical reasons), And thou should'st, if thou pleas'st,
refuse; but either line dogs the meter. 1Vhicl1 way is one
phrase, but language is an ambiguous thing, and it has
two meanings: in which direction as applied to walk,

gu

and ir1 what manner as applied to />ass our day. The
parallel series in lines 5-7 is in three respects not uniform: Ganges has little need of~ defining adjective, except the metrical one, but when once it has become
Indian Ganges there is every right on the part of its
analogue to be styled E11glisli /lumbe r; and Ganges'
side calls for llumber's sid~, or for merely 1-Iumber's,
with side understood, but rhyme produces for I lumber a
tide; and the possessive case in the first member would
call for the same in the second member, but is .replaced
there actually by an of-phrase. Refuse brings out of the
rhyming dictionary the Jews, which it will tax the poet's
invention to supply with a context; but for our present
purposes the poet has too much invention, for it gives
him the historical period from the Flood to the conversion o( the Jews, which is a useless way of saying ten
thousand yean, or some other length of time, and which
seems disproportionate to the mere ten years of the same
context, the only other period mentioned. Vegetable is
a grotesque qualification of love, aud on the whole
decidedly more unsuitable than suitable, though there
arc features in which it is suitable. Vaster would correlate with slower, not with more slow, but they would
uot be correlatives at all after grow, for vaster is i~factitive complcme11t and slower can 011ly be for more sl;;w~
iu adverb. Finally, there is the ~uestion of how th
vastness of the poet's love can resemhie t~1e vasi.ness of
~mpires; the elegance of the terms seems to go along with
tl.1~-~ogic of a child.
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But the important stage of indeterminacy comes, in
the experiment of composition, when the imagination of
the poet, and not only his verbal mechanics, is engaged.
An "irrelevance" may feel forc ed at first, and its overplus of meaning unwanted, became it means the importation of a little foreign or ex traneous content into what
should be determinate, and limited; but soon the poet
comes upon a kind of irrelevance that seems desirable,
and he begins ·to indulge it voluntarily, as a new and
positive asset to the meaning. A.nd this is the principle:
the importation.s which the imagination introduces into
discourse have the value o( deve.loping the "particularity" which lurks in the " bocly,'' and under the 3Utface,
of apparently determinate situations .. When Marvell
is persuaded by the rhy:ne-consideralion to invest the
Humber with a tide, or to furnish Ith abstract calendar
with specifications about the rlood, an<l the conversion
of the Jews, he dues nol make these additions reluc·
tantly. On the contrary, he knows that the brilliance
of the poetry depends o~ the sh o~~. accompanied at
0;1ce by the realism or the naturalness, of its powerful
particularity. But the mere syllabic measure, and not
only the rhyme, can induce this effect. When the poet
investigates the suitability of a rhyme-word for his discourse, he tries the imagi native contex~ in which it
qn~.fd figure; but the process is the same when he tries
many new phrases, proposed in the interest of the
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rhythm, for their.suitability, though his imagination has
to do without the sharp stimul~ of the rhyme-words.
And by suitability I mean the propriety which consists
in their d enoting the particularity which really belongs
to the logical object. In this way what is irrelevant for
one kind of discourse becomes the content for another
kind, aud presently the new kind stands up firmly if we
have the courage to stand by it.,
The passages cited above were in support of the negative and corrupt I M, but they illustrate also the posi·
tive I M, which is poetic texture, for the critic, and
ontological particularity, for the philosopher. Words·
worth has the most abstr~ct argument, but inste"ad of
pursuing- it closely and producing a distinguished logical
structure- it mii;ht have come to a really superior version of the argument we are here trying to build up.
wmething about the meaning of poetry-he wavers
towards some interesting concrete objects, proci~ci~g a
mansion, a veil, a light, and a set of inti icate turnings;
but here too he is stopped, as if by some puritan inhibition, from looking steadily at his objects to obtain a dear
image; so that his discourse is not dist inguished either
for its argument or for its texture. Pope unquestionably
has the narrative gift, which means that he has access to
.t he actual stream of events covered hy the abstract argument; he is one of man;• poets prefiguring our modem
prose fiction, and knows that he may suspend his argument whenever he pleases, provided he may substitute
another equally positive content, namely, a rnh-narrative
315
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account of. the independent chttr<icter and history of its
items. Milton looks principally ?ikc a man out of a more
heroic age than Pope, in the casualne.;_s. l\nd roughness
9f his indeterminacy, but he is bolder also in the positive
detail: nothing in Pope's pas:,:ige . corn pares with ·his
stopping to name th~ three specific passions in the mind
of Satan, and to imagine each one as turning Satan·s
visage paler than the one before had left it. As for ·
Marvell, we are unwilling to p.raisc or to condemn th<;
pecc~dillocs of his logic, and here is a case where we
take no account of the i~rl_e~erminacy of the bad sort th~t
results from the metering proce.s!, and that distresses so
~nany hard-hea~~d readers. This is all overshadowed,
and we are absorbed, by tl~e p ower of his positive particulars, so unprepared for by hi' commonplace argument.
. Indeterminacy of .thfa positive or valuable sort is i!}.:.
. tn>duced when the images make their entry. It looks as
if there might be something very wise in the social,
anonymous, and universal pro ·.·~ :;i on of metrical technique for poetry. The. meter ~.cems only to harm the
discourse, till presently .it ·, ~orks a radical i!l!!~vation: it
·induces the provision of icons a11w 11g tlt~ ..symbols. This
launches poetry upon its carc ~r.
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meter nd introduces "variations," or I S.
The sual minimum of a meter, in English practice,
is a succe ion of lines having a determinate number of
detcrminat eet, an<l a foot is some syllabic combination
having one ac ented syllable. The most general consequence is that a nit of phonetic structure-a few lines
of blank verse,
ama unit d rhymed vers·e, a sonnet
or whole poem some 'mcs--is superimposed upon a unit
of meaning-structure; vitl~i n it the foot may not coincide with the word or
all logical unit, but the two
structures use precisely th(\ same constituent language
in the long run, and come o\it at the end together; and
this is a summary feat of rema able coordination, when
we approach it with the preju · ce of a person used to
working in pure structure!!, that 's, in one structure at
a time. In reading the roem we ave our ear all the
~ime immediately upon the progress of the meter, just
as we have our discursive mind all
e time on the
course of the argument; so th;:t the tw structures a<lva1ii:c simultaneously if n ot by the same st s, and every
mcm1cnt or so two steps finish together, a d two new
· steps start together. And what we call a "ph asc" is at
once a period in the argument and a definable element
in the metrical structure, and "phrasing" mean to the
poet the act of grouping the words to serve the tw purposes simultaneously.
We may suppose that the
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